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Abstract
Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) contain recommendations intended to optimize patient care, produced based on a
systematic review of evidence. In turn, Computer-Interpretable Guidelines (CIGs) are formalized versions of CPGs for
use as decision-support systems. We consider the enrichment of the CIG by means of an OWL ontology that describes
the clinical domain of the CIG, which could be exploited e.g. for the interoperability with the Electronic Health Record
(EHR). As a first step, in this paper we describe a method to support the development of such an ontology starting from
a CIG. The method uses an alignment algorithm for the automated identification of ontological terms relevant to the
clinical domain of the CIG, as well as a web platform to manually review the alignments and select the appropriate
ones. Finally, we present the results of the application of the method to a small corpus of CIGs.
Introduction
According to the latest definition, Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) are “statements that include recommendations
intended to optimize patient care that are informed by a systematic review of evidence and an assessment of the benefits
and harms of alternative care options”1. CPGs have the potential to facilitate the translation of clinical research results
into practice, and to improve the quality and outcomes of healthcare. Computer-Interpretable Guidelines (CIGs) can
be defined as formalized versions of CPG contents for use as decision-support systems. The emergence of CIGs was
motivated by the interest in making CPG recommendations available to clinicians in an easier and immediate way,
compared to CPGs in text form. The benefits of the use of CIGs in clinical settings are documented in the literature,
and include improved CPG compliance and increased efficiency2.
CPGs are rich in knowledge of very varied type. In line with this, CIG representation languages provide a wide range
of modeling constructs. Peleg et al. identify several dimensions falling into two main categories: structuring in plans
of decisions and actions, and linking to patient data and medical concepts3. The latter includes the definition of a
domain model comprising classification hierarchies, concept definitions, and relationships between concepts. Such a
domain model is of particular relevance when it comes to deploy the CIG within the clinical information system. The
reason is that CPGs (and thus CIGs) often refer to data at a rather high level of abstraction, which implies that they
are not directly available and thus should be derived from the data in the Electronic Health Record (EHR) e.g. using
hierarchies or definitions of abstract concepts.
In this context, we aim at the semantic enrichment of the CIG using an OWL ontology purposely designed for the
clinical domain of the CIG, including ontological terms e.g. for the clinical data that are referred to as well as the
diagnostic and therapeutic interventions that are used. This ontology could be used e.g. as starting point for the
conceptual and abstraction definitions required for the interoperability with the EHR4, 5. As a first step, in this paper
we describe a method to support the development of such an ontology starting from a CIG. The method uses an
alignment algorithm for the automated identification of ontological terms relevant to the clinical domain of the CIG,
based on both the natural language descriptions of CIG elements and existing ontologies. Rather than starting from
the CPG text, we have chosen to use the CIG to take advantage of the text analysis and formalization efforts made
by the CIG modeler. Specifically, the method works with models represented using the PROforma CIG language6,
and uses an adapted version of the OntoEnrich framework7 algorithms to identify alignments with the SNOMED CT
ontology8. We also describe a web platform designed to allow the expert (typically, a knowledge engineer proficient in
both the PROforma language and the CIG domain) to review the terms identified by the algorithms, directly accessing
the official SNOMED CT browser9, and select the appropriate ones. Finally, we present the results of the application
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of the method to a small corpus of 9 CIGs.
Materials and Methods
The PROforma CIG language
There is a number of proposals for representing CPGs (and clinical protocols) in a computer-interpretable format10.
In this work we focus our attention in the PROforma language6, which is an executable process description language
grounded in a task-based formalism. Tasks represent actions or activities to be performed by an external agent (e.g.
clinician, nurse) or by the execution engine itself. There are four types of tasks, namely enquiries, decisions, actions
and plans (see example in Figure 1). Enquiries request data from the environment, which have to be entered by the
user or read from a database. Decisions are activities where a choice has to be made among different candidates.
Actions represent activities that have to be performed in the external environment (e.g. perform blood glucose level
test). Finally, plans group together several lower-level tasks. Using plans, tasks can be organized hierarchically from
an initial root plan. In addition to tasks, data play a major role, e.g. enquiries refer to sources, which are data items
whose value has to be supplied.
Figure 1: The PROforma task model with examples.
The PROforma language has been used for building and deploying a range of decision support systems, CPGs, and
other clinical applications. Here, our goal is to analyze the content of PROforma CIGs in order to define a method
for the enrichment of such CIGs. With a view to this enrichment, we are primarily interested in those aspects where
clinical background knowledge plays a fundamental role, such as tests, test results, diagnosis, etc. Consequently our
method focuses on the task and data elements of the PROforma language (see details below).
A method for the semantic enrichment of PROforma CIGs
In this work, we propose the use of ontologies11 for bridging the gap between CIGs and other resources/systems, such
as databases of clinical trials and EHRs. Ontologies can be defined as controlled vocabularies that allow describing
the meaning of data (its semantics) in a human and machine-readable way. They are used more and more often to
aid processing of information in biomedical research and in healthcare systems12. Biomedical ontologies, such as
SNOMED CT, can be found in repositories like BioPortal13.
The goal of our method is to obtain a CIG domain model which could be used e.g. to achieve the semantic interop-
erability between the CIG and the EHR using the concept definitions it contains5. Figure 2 shows the pipeline of the
proposed method. It takes as input a CIG file codified in the PROforma language and a source biomedical ontology
codified in OWL. The method computes the alignments between the CIG content and the ontology. Conceptually,
an alignment expresses the relationship between the CIG content and the ontology. For example, an alignment be-
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tween the action “PSA test action” (see Figure 1) and the SNOMED CT term “Prostate specific antigen (substance)”
(SNOMED CT id 102687007) shows some relationship between the action represented in the CIG and the substance
defined in SNOMED CT. Then the alignments are validated by a human expert, and based on this, a module of the
ontology is automatically extracted. This module not only contains the concepts found by the alignments based on the
CIG, but also other concepts that are logically related with them in the ontology. For example, since the SNOMED
CT term “Prostate specific antigen (substance)” is related with the term “Peptide hydrolase (disposition)” (SNOMED
CT id 741072006) through the attribute “has disposition”, the CIG-based ontology module would contain such term
too. This module is an independent OWL file which could be finally used by the human expert for creating a custom
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Figure 2: Summary of the different stages of the proposed method.
The proposed method exploits the CIG content by using a textual alignment algorithm. For that, we have analyzed
which content of the CIG file is relevant. The analysis of the PROforma format lets us determine which fields should
be relevant if we want to capture the CIG content expressed in natural language. Each PROforma task has a unique
alphanumeric attribute that works as identifier. Moreover, each task may contain a set of attributes, such as: “cap-
tion”, “description”, “precondition”, “data definition” and so on (see Figure 1). Since our method applies a textual
alignment algorithm, we target attributes containing natural language information. For example, given the plan “VL-
Risk Therapy for LE Lower 20y” of Figure 1, the attributes “number of cycles” or “ltwh” can be considered mean-
ingless, while other like the identifier or the caption could be useful.
OntoEnrich CIG-based alignment algorithm
From a lexical point of view, a PROforma CIG can be described as follows. A CIG file will be characterized by a set
of tasks {T1, ..., Tn}. In turn, each task Ti will be lexically described by a set of attributes {A1, ..., Am}. In order to
define a method generic enough to be adapted to different CIG modelers, we define a configurable set {AT1, .., ATk}
with the attribute types that will be analyzed. For example, the “id” and “caption” of the task “plan” (Figure 1) contain
a natural language description useful for its alignment with external ontologies, consequently the “id’ and “caption”
attributes will be included in the AT set. This lexical model of the CIG will be used for linking each Tn with a set
of alignments {M1, ...,Ms}. Finally, each alignment Mk will be characterized by its description in natural language
and the associated Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). For example, the action “Biopsy of Suspicious Nodes action”
will be related with SNOMED CT through the alignment “Biopsy (procedure)”, whose URI is http://snomed.
info/id/86273004.
Alignment algorithms have been traditionally used for finding similar terms defined in two or more ontologies14.
An alignment could be obtained using different approaches like purely lexical, using semantics relations, or as a
combination of both. In this work, we propose the use of an extension of the OntoEnrich framework algorithm7.
OntoEnrich alignment is lexical and includes some stages taken from the Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipelines
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such as as tokenization and lemmatization. The lexical context of the CIGs is defined by the attributes, which can be
in turn of different nature. This forces us to use an alignment algorithm based on tokens, to achieve more flexibility.
As a result, even though there are no exact alignments for a complete sentence we are able to find alignments for some
parts of it. For example, we found no alignments for the sentence “Biopsy of Suspicious Nodes action” however we
found one for “Biopsy (procedure)”.
OntoEnrich algorithms had been previously used for finding relationships between the terms of two ontologies. In this
work these algorithms have been adapted to PROforma CIG elements as sketched above. Figure 3 shows a schematic
view of the OntoEnrich algorithm, including the NLP pipeline, together with an illustrative example of its application
to a CIG for the assessment of colorectal cancer risk (CRcaTriage CIG). In the process, OntoEnrich builds a graph of
lemmas that is subsequently exploited for obtaining the mappings (further details can be read in our previous work7).
OntoEnrich does integrate different NLP methods, and the user can configure which ones to use. For example, the
Stanford core NLP tools15 could be used to process the natural language descriptions. However, note that OntoEnrich
does not use external services, such as BioPortal alignment services13, for comparing the textual descriptions in the
attributes.
Figure 3: Schematic view of the OntoEnrich alignment algorithm with an illustrative example.
The following adjustments have been made to the OntoEnrich algorithms:
• We parse the CIG file and obtain the set of a attributes {A1, ..., Am}. Based on the output, a customized set of
text normalization rules (using regular expressions) is defined and applied for cleaning the CIG attributes. For
example, in Figure 1 we observe that the captions of the “enquiry” and “action” attributes contain the type of
task as suffix, therefore a rule for removing the words “ enquiry” or “ action” can be added.
• The cleaned attributes and the source OWL ontology, SNOMED CT in our case, are the inputs to the alignment
algorithm. The algorithm not only takes into account the SNOMED CT preferred terms but also the synonyms.
For instance, the string “Change in bowel habit” appears in one of the synonyms of the SNOMED CT preferred
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term “Altered bowel function (finding)”, hence this SNOMED CT term is proposed as an alignment of the
PROforma element with id “ChangedBowelHabitAlg”, whose “caption” is “Change in bowel habit?”. It should
be pointed out that an alignment occurs when one token in the attributes, or a consecutive combination of them,
is found as label of one ontology term or its synonyms. In other words, partial alignments are allowed in the
CIG side but not in the SNOMED CT side.
• We define a set of filters that let us select, for each task, the most specific alignments in M1, ...,Ms, that is,
we remove those alignments of tokens that are contained in others. For example, the alignment “Scores (qual-
ifier value)” obtained for the “Gleason score plan” is removed since the alignment “Gleason score (observable
entity)” is more specific.
The advantages of applying a token-based alignment algorithm is that we obtain a large amount of ontological terms
that are lexically related with the CIG content. However, this textual alignment lacks information about the context,
which could make some alignments not specific enough. For this reason, we offer the expert the possibility to confirm
or reject the alignments found at the end of the process.
CIG-based ontology module extraction
Finally, those alignments validated by the expert are the seed signature S for the automatic extraction of a locality-
based module M 16. This module includes a subset of the axioms in an ontology θ, and is extracted from θ for a set
S of concepts (concept or property names) in the alignments. Informally, everything that can be inferred from the
ontology θ about the topic consisting of the concepts in S and M , is already known by its module M . Figure 5 shows
an example of the axiomatic description of the alignment “Biopsy”. Conceptually, the module will include not only
the SNOMED CT term “Biopsy (procedure)” but also its related axioms. Regardless of this, note that a single module
will be extracted for each seed signature, which is derived from the corresponding CIG.
Figure 4: Example of an alignment found in the SNOMED CT ontology for the PROforma task
“Biopsy of Suspicious Nodes action”.
Results and discussion
The method has been implemented in Java and encapsulated as a library. It receives as input a source ontology
processable by the OWL API library and a PROforma CIG. For the former we use the SNOMED CT OWL version
released on January 2018. The selection of SNOMED CT was done based on an initial experiment consisting in
searching for alignments between the content of a sample CIG and a set of BioPortal ontologies. Since SNOMED
CT was the ontology that produced the highest number of alignments, we concluded that it was the most promising
ontology for our purposes. Another argument in favor of the selection of this ontology was the expertise of the authors.
Those parts of the method that do not require an interaction with the user are executed automatically. Additionally,
a web platform has been created to facilitate the analysis of the alignments as well as to select the appropriate ones
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after confirming their validity. This should be manually done by an expert knowledgeable of the CIG domain. Both
the platform and the results described in this section can be accessed in the URL http://sele.inf.um.es/
cig-enrichment.
We applied the method to a corpus of 9 PROforma models. The majority of these models come from the OpenClini-
cal.net repertoire10, which is an open access repository of CIG applications (with associated documentation) developed
by different authors. The corpus includes 2 other PROforma CIGs previously authored by researchers of this work,
which model respectively a pathway for the management of coexistent chronic heart failure and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease17 and a CPG for the management of prostate cancer. This implies that various modeling aspects
(naming conventions, etc.) differ across CIGs. Note also that the corpus covers a variety of specialities, including
Emergency Medicine, Cardiology, Mental Health, Oncology, and Respiratory Medicine.
Based on the the manual analysis of this corpus, we configured the attribute set as AT={id, caption, description,
range}. Table 1 shows the number of elements for each CIG together with the number of alignments found, grouped
by type of task. The number of alignments reveals that the content of our CIG corpus is lexically present in a relevant
ontology like SNOMED CT. This is a promising result, since it shows that part of the content expressed in natural
language within this set of CIGs could be semantically enriched using terms from this ontology.
Table 1: Results of the alignments found in the corpus of 9 PROforma CIGs. Columns #ele. and #alig. contain,
respectively, the number PROforma elements and the number alignments.
Action Enquiry Decision Plan Data








66 214 31 82 5 8 26 84 11 34
Cough
(Diagnosis and treatment of
chronic cough)
7 66 5 27 3 40 10 44 11 59
CRcaTriage




8 14 3 10 4 20 4 14 22 115
HeadInjury
(Work-up and management
of acute head injury)




102 338 59 234 19 14 60 156 20 118
STIK
(Soft tissue injuries of the
knee)
6 12 6 0 8 0 7 20 14 18
TBScreening
(Screening for tuberculosis) 6 18 5 7 2 4 2 6 8 18
Preliminary analysis of the alignments
An in-depth examination of the results shown in Table 1 can be done through our web platform. Figure 5 shows
an example of how the CIG elements and their alignments are presented to the expert. Using this functionality, a
preliminary analysis of the results was carried out by two knowledge modelers who were familiar with the CIGs and
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their respective domains. Note that no formal protocol was established for this analysis and hence it cannot be regarded
as a validation. For instance, the two modelers could assess very differently the accuracy of alignments that were not
specific enough. A series of illustrative examples from this preliminary analysis are described below.
Figure 5: Composition of screenshots showing the alignment results as presented by the web platform: a) Alignment
results for the plans of PCguideline CIG; b) Alignments of “Possible Pelvic Lymph Node Dissection”; c) Alignments
of “AdultIx”; and d) Alignments of “CRcaTriage”.
The user can focus on the inspection of the context defined by the alignments found for a certain PROforma task, which
contains lexical content codified in the AT set. The advantages of this presentation can be observed in the examples
of Figures 5 b), c) and d). The NLP alignment strategy based on tokens enables the algorithm to detect e.g. singular
and plural, such as in the case of “Possible Pelvic Lymph Node Dissection”, which is aligned with both “Pelvic lymph
nodes” and “Pelvic lymph node” (see Figure 5 b)). Other cases have been completely covered by the alignments.
An outstanding example is “fatigue lack of energy or tired all the time”, from the Depression CIG. This PROforma
term has been aligned with “Fatigue (finding)”, “Lack of energy (finding)” and “Tired all the time (finding)”, all of
which are correct.
In a number of cases the experts reported an expected SNOMED CT alignment which was not found by the method.
For example, while the SNOMED CT term “Loss of interest (finding)” was proposed as alignment for the element
“loss of interest or pleasure in usual activities”, from the Depression CIG, the term “Loss of capacity for enjoyment
(finding)”, whose synonym is “Loss of pleasure”, was not proposed. The reason is that currently we only search for
partial alignment of consecutive tokens. This could be solved by considering other non consecutive combinations.
The alignments proposed for the “CRcaTriage” plan of CRcaTriage CIG are an example of alignments labelled as
partially correct by the experts (see Figure 5 d)). Here the SNOMED CT alignment “Colorectal cancer” was proposed
based on the “description” attribute, and it was deemed correct by the experts. However, the SNOMED CT term
“Triage (procedure)” suggested by the experts was not detected as an alignment because our current implementation
of the NLP pipeline does not identify several tokens in the “CRcaTriage” string. This could be solved by tuning our
algorithm to take into account this kind of camel-case style, which would increase our recall.
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Another problem is related to the use of acronyms. For example, in the previous example the acronym “CRca” stands
for colorectal cancer. Although this acronym is not considered in SNOMED CT, the information codified in the
“description” attribute allows us to detect the right alignment with “Colorectal cancer”. In contrast, no alignments
were proposed for the action “PSA Test action 2” of the PCguideline CIG, because although the acronym “PSA” is
included in the SNOMED CT synonym “PSA - Prostate specific antigen”, it does not exactly match the label. This
has led us to consider whether partial alignments should be allowed in the ontology side. However, ontology labels in
principle describe the terms they represent without ambiguity, therefore fragmenting them would make the alignment
lose part of its context.
This preliminary analysis has served us to assess the strengths and weaknesses of our method, as well as to identify
some points of improvement that would increase its performance. With respect to the practical utility of the tools, both
the automation of the process and the availability of a web platform to analyse the alignments have been highlighted
by our knowledge modelers as an important advance with respect to the current situation, which would facilitate the
difficult and time-consuming task of developing a CIG-based domain model from scratch.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we present a method with a view to the semantic enrichment of CIGs represented in the PROforma lan-
guage. The method is based on an algorithm that automatically computes the alignment between the natural language
contents of the CIG and the SNOMED CT ontology, as well as on a web platform through which the expert can review
the resulting alignments and select the most appropriate ones to extract a custom ontology module. Note that although
the platform currently shows an OWL module assuming that all the alignments are selected, it is ready to automatically
extract a module based only on those selected by the expert.
As mentioned before, we chose to use the CIG as source material to take advantage of the CPG analysis and for-
malization efforts made by the modeler. This is very important in itself, because the CPG usually includes extensive
information on many more aspects than those relevant to CIG representation. Thus, the use of the entire CPG text
would not only dismiss the modeling efforts but also add unnecessary noise. As a consequence of this decision, our
method does not require to deal with negative sentences, because negation rarely occur in CIGs, as opposed to CPGs18.
In any case, since our alignment algorithm is based on tokens, negative sentences would be partially covered.
The alignment results obtained so far are promising according to our knowledge modelers, although there is room
to improve the performance of the algorithm. With respect to the overall method, our modelers agree that it could
facilitate and speed up to a great extent the development process of a custom ontology to enrich the CIG. However,
it remains to be determined whether the ontology modules obtained in this way are manageable, e.g. the number of
terms related to the selected alignments might be excessive.
In the literature, the enrichment/extension of CIGs has been proposed in few papers. The GLARE framework con-
siders an enrichment with exceptions, or unexpected situations that could occur and that require a deviation from the
standard execution of the CIG19. Likewise, the MobiGuide project proposes an extension with CIG customized con-
texts, induced by either personal or technological concepts, defining which changes must be made to the CIG under
specific circumstances20. In contrast, our ideas for the enrichment of the CIG involve supplementary knowledge that
can be used e.g. for the interoperability with the EHR or even for educational purposes.
As future work we intend to improve our alignment algorithm so that it can deal with the problems of the current
version. On the other hand, we plan to perform a principled and comprehensive validation. As explained before,
our analysis of results lacked a defined protocol including aspects such as initial training and assessment guide for
evaluators. Additionally, the validation of our method requires considering a larger CIG corpus and involving a greater
number of evaluators. Apart from this, we are also interested in performing a comparative analysis of the alignment
results obtained using a set of ontologies beyond SNOMED CT, e.g. those publicly available in repositories such as
BioPortal. Over the longer term, we will consider to carry out a case study on the coverage of the CIG ontologies
obtained with our method for the purpose of CIG-EHR interoperability.
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